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Delivering safe water for communities 
 

 

Consistent water quality and safety is essential to our lives, as a community, and as 

a country. Yet achieving compliance is becoming increasingly challenging.  
It’s easy for utilities, councils, and authorities to lose sight of the bigger picture, to 

be overwhelmed by the compounding details: the regulations, the reporting 

requirements, and the complexities. A depth of expertise is critical. 

 

For over 30 years, TRILITY has been an industry leader in the delivery of water and 

wastewater services in Australia and New Zealand. This expertise lies in its team of 

engineers and scientists who have extensive hands-on experience and knowledge 

of drinking water, wastewater, recycled water, and biosolids, treatment and 

processes, regulation, compliance, and risk management. In addition, by 

collaborating with utilities, councils, and authorities, the company can further share 

its expertise through its niche water consultancy services. 

 

“At TRILITY Water Consultancy Services, we apply our operational expertise to 

ensure our clients can support consistent and sustained operations that meet 

Australian regulatory standards and public health standards,” explains Dr. Emily 

Quek, Water Quality Manager AUS/NZ at TRILITY. 

 

The company has collaborated with many regional and remote councils that don’t 

have the internal expertise or resources to maintain pace with ever-evolving 

guidelines and compliance requirements. They review the council’s operation, the 

condition of their assets, analyse historical water quality data, and work with the 

council to develop management plans.  

 

Dr. Quek comments, “We are committed to helping our clients deliver their 

responsibility: safe, reliable water for our communities.” 
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TRILITY Pty Ltd 

TRILITY is an established industry leader dedicated in the delivery of water, 

wastewater, reuse, and biosolids solutions across Australia and New Zealand’s 

municipal and industrial sectors. This leadership draws on more than 30 years of 

experience in providing high-quality, environmentally sustainable solutions for our 

public and private sector clients. Services include; financing, design and 

construction, operations and maintenance, asset management, utility services, and 

bespoke modular solutions.  

 

An Australian and New Zealand company with the support of its shareholders 

Beijing Enterprises Water Group (BEWG), TRILITY has a growing footprint across 

Australia and New Zealand. As such, our capabilities span the full life cycle of water 

and related services, which our dedicated team of industry specialists delivers to 

millions every day. 

www.trility.com.au 
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